
THE STORY OF JOSEPH, DAY 2 

Watch the video here!

vimeo.com/443540499 

Talking about the story… 
This is Genesis chapters 39 & 40, if you want to look at it in a Bible.  

What are we learning about Joseph? 


Why do you think he says No to Anit? 


Why do you think the cup-bearer forgets about Joseph? 


What else did you notice?


What was your favorite part? 


Things to Know & How We Read the Bible 
Today, Things to Know and How to Read the Bible are kind of the same. 


How We Read the Bible: Historical Insight. The Bible is old! The Book of 
Genesis might have been written down around 3000 years ago, though some 
stories may be much older than that. What can we learn about the past from 
ancient texts?

Archaeology is the study of ancient people by the things they left behind. It can 
tell us about what people did and how they lived. 

Ancient texts like the Bible contain the words of people who lived long ago. 
They can tell us what people thought about, believed, hoped for, feared, and 
much more. 


The Joseph story is fun partly because it takes us to Ancient Egypt. We know a 
LOT about ancient Egypt because they had a written language (hieroglyphics) 
and they made a lot of art that has survived - because they carved it on stone 
and because they lived in a dry climate where things survive well for thousands 
of years. So we can bring some of what we know about ancient Egypt alongside 
our story!


What is a Cup-bearer? 

- A high-ranking, important role

- Serves drinks at royal table


http://vimeo.com/443540499


- IMPORTANT - a position of trust - because somebody might try to poison 
Pharaoh! 


Read more here: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cup-bearer

Here are a couple of pictures of cup-bearers from ancient Egyptian inscriptions, 
and a very fine cup, suitable for a Pharaoh, from the tomb of Tutankhamen. 


There are other inscriptions that refer to cup-
bearers and even a tomb of a cup-bearer 
that’s well preserved (see photos linked 
below).  So this was a real job in the 
Egyptian court!


https://www.gettyimages.com/photos/tomb-
of-suemnut?

mediatype=photography&phrase=tomb%20of%20suemnut&sort=mostpopular) 


https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cup-bearer
https://www.gettyimages.com/photos/tomb-of-suemnut?mediatype=photography&phrase=tomb%20of%20suemnut&sort=mostpopular
https://www.gettyimages.com/photos/tomb-of-suemnut?mediatype=photography&phrase=tomb%20of%20suemnut&sort=mostpopular
https://www.gettyimages.com/photos/tomb-of-suemnut?mediatype=photography&phrase=tomb%20of%20suemnut&sort=mostpopular


And what’s the significance of the Royal Baker?  
Bread was a BIG DEAL in ancient Egypt. It was the staple of their diet, and there 
were lots of kinds, with different shapes and fillings and seasonings for different 
occasions. 

Here’s a virtual online Ancient Egyptian bakery, based on ancient Egyptian 
images and inscriptions: 

http://virtualkemet.com/market/bakery.htm


We even have some ancient Egyptian bread, over 5000 years old!


If you want to learn more, here’s a great overview of Egyptian bread-making: 
http://www.touregypt.net/featurestories/bread.htm


http://virtualkemet.com/market/bakery.htm
http://www.touregypt.net/featurestories/bread.htm


A bigger issue we might notice in using this story to think about the past: 
SOCIAL STRATIFICATION. 

STRATIFIED means that something is in layers. Like the ground … or a cake! 


SOCIAL stratification means that people and groups in a society are in layers. 
Not literally on top of each other; but some people have MORE money, and 
power, and stuff, and opportunities, and some people have LESS. You could say 
that social stratification has to do with how different are the lives of the people 
on the bottom, from the lives of the people on the top. 

In a MORE stratified society, they’re MORE different.

In a LESS stratified society, they’re not that different. 


Joseph comes from a background with not a lot of social stratification. Basically, 
his clan/tribe is his family, and his father is the head. Israel might get a better 
portion at meals, and have a more comfortable bed; but basically he has the 
same stuff as everybody else. (There will be more stratification later in Israel - 
but not much yet!)


Egypt at this time was a HIGHLY stratified society - more like a king’s court in a 
storybook, with a palace, people whose jobs it was to serve the king (Pharaoh), 
the Royal Family treated as special and set apart from ordinary people, and so 
on. 


Joseph is LUCKY because he is sold into that class - the people associated with 
Pharaoh’s court. Potiphar is the head of the palace guard, and when Joseph is 
thrown in prison, it’s the palace prison, where he meets the cupbearer. If he had 
become the slave of some merchant, say, who wasn’t connected with the court, 
the story might have been a lot less interesting!


Let’s look at a couple of images together and see what we can notice about 
social stratification in Egypt. 

One is an image of a throne from the tomb of the pharaoh Tutankhamen. You 
can look at the throne itself, and also notice that it has a picture on it depicting a 
scene from Tutankhamen’s life.

One is an image of some Egyptian workers. 


What do you notice?






A follow-up question to ponder… 

Do you think OUR society has a little social stratification or a lot?

(If you’d like to go deeper on this idea, here’s a starting point! - 

(https://courses.lumenlearning.com/sociology/chapter/what-is-social-
stratification/) 


So this is one way we can read the Bible - as an ancient text telling us 
things about the ancient world. That’s only one aspect of it, but it can be 
pretty interesting!


ACTIVITY 
It mentions in Gen 50 that Jacob/Israel is embalmed (spoiler: The whole family 
ends up in Egypt). What do you know about mummies & Egyptian burial 
practices?… 

- Egyptians believed it was important to preserve the body of those who died

- With high-status people, they would often have doll-servants around them to 

serve them in the afterlife (which is another way we can learn about daily life 
in ancient Egypt). 


https://courses.lumenlearning.com/sociology/chapter/what-is-social-stratification/
https://courses.lumenlearning.com/sociology/chapter/what-is-social-stratification/
https://courses.lumenlearning.com/sociology/chapter/what-is-social-stratification/


Watch this 5-minute video about the practice & science of mummification. (It’s 
animated and intended for kids but it may still make some people slightly 
squeamish!) 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9gD0K7oH92U


You might enjoy creating a “mummy” at home, using a doll! There are lots of 
suggestions about this online but here’s one you could start with: 

https://justcallmejamin.wordpress.com/2007/04/26/how-to-mummify-a-barbie/


Their beliefs are kind of strange to us but we are grateful that they buried their 
dead that way because it means we know SO much about them! 


https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9gD0K7oH92U
https://justcallmejamin.wordpress.com/2007/04/26/how-to-mummify-a-barbie/

